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About This Game

Features

Challenge your stealth skills by using cover, remaining silent, and staying alert to avoid enemies. Utilize the clang of a
wrench to distract, spray a fire extinguisher to obstruct view, and more to help you slip by.

Stay tough! Enemies react to the environment, staying alert for noise and working together to hunt down targets.

Look out for others by recruiting and protecting fellow workers as they disable security networks. Enlist the help of Rent
a Cops to help you take down patrols.

Find hidden perks to help you gain the edge and increase your chances of survival.

3 difficulty modes are available to suit your play style: Easy, Normal, and Hard.

Available for Windows, Linux, & Mac OS X.

Free Extras

Includes Turnover's main theme in FLAC format: "A Hostile Takeover" by Jeremiah Pena.
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Includes custom level support. Refer to extras/CustomLevelDocumentation/index.html for details.

Story

In near future America, the emergence of corporate monopolies has placed a strangle hold on the economy. Among a glut of
mass privatization, corporations begin contracting private military security firms to protect their assets. Setting a controversial
precedent, defense contractor Grand Robotics Inc. deploys a private security firm to be their "Mergers & Acquisitions" arm.

After a failed attempt to buy out competing Bartleby Automation, Grand Robotics turns to their security firm to execute a
"hostile takeover" of their competitor. The firm storms into Bartleby's corporate HQ and locks the building down.

In Turnover you play Clea Holden, a Bartleby worker who becomes caught in the middle of the crisis. Coming to the conclusion
that the situation is too volatile, Clea hatches a desperate plan to escape. She must find freedom, armed with only her

determination to survive.
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Title: Turnover
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Long Division LLC
Publisher:
Long Division LLC
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2015
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Loaded this up for the first time earlier this week, I had a spare hour before going to work

Immediate thought was "wow, pretty creepy"..sense of dread in the game environment. Good gunplay and the lack of rounds in
the clips is effective when under pressure.

the first 2 levels were very effective (really straining to see the Z's coming out of the grass in the dark), but the last level went on
way too long and the uphill angle does not work with the player standing on a flat floor (in reality), its causes a disconnect
especially when turning around in that space

little details like having the NPC interact more or tell a story whilst wheelbarrowing would enhance the immersion, as would
detailing the zombies with different skins

overall, an effective and frightening experience, that can only get better with further development. recommended to check
out..its free as well :). Fun game, but it always seems like there's some "issue" that has to be fixed before I can actually play the
game. Gets old fast.. I recommend this game to all kitten fans and achievement hunters! A great way to spend your time racing
against friends while on some awesome kawaii characters! Note the game has NO story just casual racing. The game simply
looks adorable and was a lot of fun to 100% =3

*click more info to read more about review and check out some screenshots*

Maps, Customization and more!
- You can outfit the characters with different clothing styles!
- There are different rides (boats/planes/cars) to pick from and you can
even change those colors as well. Really makes it a unique experience!

There are 4 tours that I can so far play.
4 Maps that are available and what you can use on the map as follows.
* Hello Kitty's Happy Town- Cars
* Chococat's Tropical Island- Boats
* Little Twin Stars Galaxy- Planes
* My Melody's Ski Resort- Cars

The game also has an [Adventure Mode] thats a series of mini games on the original main maps. In this mode you do a lot of fun
things like race through a time countdown while collecting cupcakes or apples. Sometimes your task is going through as many
hello kitty gates before time runs out. You are challenged to do these things on different maps and different vehicles as those I
listed earlier.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=478531032
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- The controls feel alright, there isn't any difficult and its the usual WSD format.
I recommend controller since I found it more fun and simpler but either way its still easy to control.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=478461425

- Maps are really cute and also simple to maneuver on and learn.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=478462061

- Graphics in the game are not amazing but are cute. Nothing high end.
- Music in the game was alright.

Side Notes

I am not a crazy cat person or anything but was so excited for its launch that I was almost crying! Finally Hello Kitty is on
steam! Am in love <3

Just got 100% on this game after 2.1hrs I had to plug in my controller which
made it even more fun and even more easier for me.

My Final thoughts
In the end I feel the game isn't polished enough to be worth $20 so I recommend picking up this game while it is on sale. I
would of expected this game to be worth $10-$15 max

A must get for Hello Kitty fans!
#Cats4Life. i bought this game yesterday from steam but i cannot play multiplayer mode. This game asks serial number. Anyone
can help me?. Really nice game for smart ones :) Its really fresh view to logical games and I hope that it will never end up in
bundle. So pls support dev and buy it, because its worth it. Yep - forgot to say, it has daily challenges :). I just bought this DLC,
more of a question than a review. How can I change from DC to AC and vice-versa? In-cab there is no such button and the I\/O
keys are not working either.. It has a lot of potential but a long way to go. Mechanically the game is sound but there is a plethora
of small bugs that I'm sure will be resolved before the game is released.

Gameplay video of first level
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dHeTuZvPG80
Note: Opening sequence was not laggy at all in game, not sure why screen capture had issues with it.\ufeff
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This is a fun little physics-based puzzler. It takes between 60 and 90 minutes to complete, and features some very chillled puzzle
action. Getting the pads just right to finish the level can be done in a number of ways, and it's satisfying when you get it right.

For \u00a32, around 90 minutes of gameplay is about right. The game is actively being improved by the developers, and is just
that little bit different that makes it a fresh challenge.

. needs at least 1 major update

-l want to drive with my controller
-l want to see my opponents' breaklights
-l want to turn off the racing line
-l want to understand how the online part is working
+it is generally fun. call me, when it got a little put-together. alright so i wanted to love this game because its really fun but its
plagued with issues.

pros: graphically beautiful, weapons are pretty good, love the throwing blade. enemies are really cool !! i liked the goat with the
staff reminded me of god of war ! i like the counter sytem alot.

cons: not enough weapons(only three to choose from) and each have thier flaws. the sword is nice medium range but its clunky
ands the hit detections is very offand if you swing randomly it gets glitchy, also the super aim is very off when you swing the cut
swipes at the enenmies ( i could aim at the heads and they would go at the legs. the guns are good long range but are very one
sided, need different ammo types in stead of super. the throwing blade is probably the best weopon in the game, hit detection is
way better and more satisfying than the sword. super is alot better than the other weapons too.

also like to point out that the hits dont feel real, or satisfying and i bet most people are going to be forgetting about the counter
sytem and flailing the sword around aimlesly, which will get you killed. the game almost makes you use the counter system,
because if you dont no matter how many times you swipe your weapon or shoot your gun the dogs or whatever will kill yuou
before you have the chance to think.

i would give this game a thumbs up but the game crashed twice for me and when i reach certain areas during 1 v 1 fights i have
spots where i get the steamm loading screen whgich is a dealbreaker !

6\/10 in its current state , i hope they bring in some patches because it seems like the developer is hand on with the community!
i did get a refund but i will purchase again if the bugs get fixed ! enjoy playign everyone hope you dontr have the saem bugs as i
did. this game is soo unpolished, i dont know how this game can get pass through to steam store, at first i thought it was cool like
good ol' days CS with unity, i was completely wrong because the game mechanical is damn broken, how can i using FAL and
run and gun people without have to control my recoil? i tried the gun game once and it only use 4 different gun, which i can
easily win the game by <3 minutes mark. The game is really cool, especially when played in group of 4. Worth a try.. This game
is really fun and addicting. Its had an amazing soundtrack. Its an endless 2D shooter style game and I can't stop playing. You
should definitely give it a try, especially considering the price.. Jde to :DDD
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